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The Hagia Sophia is known as the “Mother of the Byzantine Rite” and is one of the most

influential Byzantine structures in the world. It is located in what was once Constantinople but is

now modern-day Istanbul. While today it is now revered as a mosque,1 its history is rich and its

significance has shifted throughout history. The building itself has suffered destruction and

reconstruction many times, but the structure we see today is what stands after Justinian the Great

initiated its reconstruction in 532 A.D. (noting the collapse of its first dome in 558 A.D.).2 For

the purposes of this analysis, it will be henceforth referred to as The Hagia Sophia or The Church

of Holy Wisdom.

In Hagia Sophia and the Byzantine Aesthetic Experience, Nadine Schibille beautifully

captures the sacred, architectural phenomenon while citing the great sixth-century court historian

Procopius of Caesarea:

The first impression of the building’s interior is one suffused with light as: ‘it abounds
exceedingly in sunlight and in the reflection of the sun’s rays from the marble. Indeed one
might say that its interior is not illuminated from without by the sun, but that the radiance
comes into being within it, such an abundance of light bathes this shrine.’ The east end
recedes into the semi-circle of an apse, topped by two successive semi-domes, seemingly
floating in mid-air and flanked by retreating exedras.3

The Church of Holy Wisdom is one that truly dares to represent Heaven on Earth. This is

especially the case if one can imagine attending The Divine Liturgy within its magnificent walls.

For Saint Vladimir’s emissaries, attending the Liturgy there was enough for them to question

whether they were truly on Earth or in Heaven itself.4 A major aspect of the Byzantine Divine

4 Robert Nisbet Bain. "Vladimir, St". In Chisholm, Hugh (ed.). Encyclopædia Britannica. Vol. 28
(11th ed.). (Cambridge University Press, 1911). p. 168.

3 Nadine Schibille, “Viewing Hagia Sophia through Sixth-Century Eyes,” in Hagia Sophia and
the Byzantine Aesthetic Experience (London, England: Routledge, 2019), p. 13.

2 Rowland J. Mainstone, “Introduction,” in Hagia Sophia: Architecture, Structure and Liturgy of
Justinian's Great Church (New York, NY: Thames & Hudson, 2005), p. 9.

1 Nathan Morely. “Turkey: Hagia Sophia Basilica to Become Mosque.” Vatican News, July 11,
2020.
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/world/news/2020-07/turkey-turns-hagia-sophia-basilica-back-int
o-mosque.html.
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Liturgy is the music that accompanies it. It is not unreasonable to speculate that, perhaps, the

music of the Liturgy partially resulted in the high praise that the emissaries of Saint Vladimir

proclaimed.

But what was the music of The Hagia Sophia? What did it sound like? For centuries, it

was difficult to truly know. Since the secularization of The Hagia Sophia in 1935 and the

conversion of the space from a mosque to a museum, prayers and chants were banned. The space

was strictly to be held as a secular museum and therefore it was near impossible to experiment

with the lost music of The Church of the Holy Wisdom within its own walls.5 It was both

shocking and unprecedented when the Portland-based choral group, Cappella Romana, released

their 2019 album Lost Voices of the Hagia Sophia.

This album was the product of nearly a decade of dedicated research from the team titled

Icons of Sound, headed by Stanford professor of Art History Bissera Pentcheva, Stanford

professor and electrical engineer Jonathan Abel, and music director of Cappella Romana

Alexander Lingas. With their shared interest in rediscovering the music of Byzantium’s greatest

church and their own expertise in digital acoustics, they set their sights on creating an album like

never before. It is because of their work that we now can hear for ourselves the Lost Voices for

the first time in centuries.

Director Alexander Lingas explains in the album’s liner notes the different voices one

would have heard in The Hagia Sophia’s music, notably the wide range of voices from men’s,

women’s, eunuch’s, and children’s. He notes that if one is accustomed to the male-dominated

Byzantine chant style, then the appearance of treble voices in this album may seem out of place.

5 Constantinople Correspondent, “Hagia Sophia's Conversion into a Museum - Archive, 1935,”
The Guardian (Guardian News and Media, July 29, 2020),
https://www.theguardian.com/world/from-the-archive-blog/2020/jul/29/hagia-sophia-conversion-
into-museum-archive-1935.
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In fact, the mix of genders is due to the different liturgical roles that contributed to the Liturgy,

notably the Constantinopolitan Cathedral Rite. These roles include male cantors, male readers,

female deaconess ensembles, small boy choirs assisting liturgically, and even ordinary lay people

singing their responses were involved.6

The Constantinopolitan Cathedral Rite, Lingas writes, dated before the 13th century and

consisted of three elements:

“1) The Euchrist or Communion Service, called the “Divine Liturgy” by modern
Orthodox and Byzantine-Rite Catholic Christians; 2) what modern scholars have named
the “stational liturgy” of Constantinople, a system of processions that linked Hagia
Sophia to churches and civic sites located throughout the imperial capital; and 3) a cycle
of services performed daily at particular hours and known collectively in English as the
“Divine Office” or “Liturgy of the Hours,” of which Vespers (at sundown) and Matins
(Greek “Orthros,” at dawn) were the most important.”7

The three forms of the Divine Liturgy celebrated in The Hagia Sophia are very similar to

what is celebrated in the modern Byzantine rite. These shared aspects come from the following:

The Divine Liturgy of St. Basil the Great, St. John Chysostom, and the Divine Liturgy of the

Presanctified Gifts. Despite the near disappearance of the Constantinopolitan Rite due to the

Ottoman conquest of 1453, aspects of the Rite remain particularly in the Greek liturgies of the

modern Byzantine Rite. Lingas draws similarities in the Greek Divine Liturgy’s three

introductory, antiphonal psalms.8

Tragically, but to no surprise, very few chant books of this time period remain. The

manuscripts used by Cappella Romana come from the National Library of Greece in Athens and

date as early as the 14th century. They also referred to a liturgical manual edited by Saint

8 Ibid.
7 Lingas, p. 15.

6 Alexander Lingas. “Lost Voices of Hagia Sophia”. Liner notes for Lost Voices of the Hagia
Sophia, by Cappella Romana. 2019, compact disk. p. 14.
https://cappellaromana.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/CR420_Booklet.pdf.
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Symeon of Thessalonica dating back to the 15th century. Considering how little remains to be

sung from, the group was successfully able to record an album roughly 76 minutes in length.

There are a number of tracks that contain music from the Feast of the Exaltation of the

Precious and Holy Cross celebrated on September 14th in the Constantinopolitan Cathedral Rite.

This is particularly touching considering the Holy Cross was found by the mother of Constantine

the Great, Helen. Lingas explains the importance of the “Constantinopolitan tradition of the

‘Exaltation’ (‘Hypsosis’) of the Cross”, that it serves as both a powerful object of veneration in

The Church of Holy Wisdom as well as a “symbol of imperial power deployed in court ritual and

on military campaigns''. This veneration occurred annually and lasted five days, ending with a

beautiful morning ceremony where the patriarch of Constantinople chanted hundreds of times,

“Kyrie eleison”, Cross held above his head.9

I believe one track in particular in this album captures the heart of where The Hagia

Sophia stands now and the hearts of the people who first sang this music. Track 9, titled

“Sticheron, for the Adoration of the Cross”, was written by Emperor Leo VI “The Wise” and is a

hymn for this feast day. Its text is as follows:

Come believers, let us worship the Life-giving Cross, on which Christ the King of glory,
willingly stretching out his hands, raised us up to our ancient blessedness, whom the
enemy of old had defrauded through pleasure and made exiles from God. Come
believers, let us worship the Wood, through which we were found worthy to crush the
heads of invisible foes. Come all the families of the nations, let us honor in hymns the
Cross of the Lord, “Hail, O Cross, the complete redemption of fallen Adam. In you our
faithful Kings boast, as by your power they mightily subdue the people of Ishmael.
We Christians now greet you with fear, and glorify the God who was nailed to you, as we
say, ‘Lord, who was crucified on it, have mercy on us, as you are good and love
humankind’.”10

10 Texts and Translations. Liner notes for Lost Voices of the Hagia Sophia, by Cappella Romana.
2019, compact disk. pp. 35-36.
https://cappellaromana.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/CR420_Booklet.pdf

9 Lingas, 18.
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What was originally intended as the Mother of the Byzantine Rite is, as of 2020, once

again in the clutches of “the people of Ishmael”.11 While there is progress in bringing prayer back

to The Church of Holy Wisdom, it certainly did not go the way that the believers who sang this

hymn would have wanted it. Perhaps, one day, by the same Holy Cross, “the people of Ishmael”

may once again be “subdued” and the true intentions of this great church may once again be

restored. Further, may this hymn and many others echo in its sacred walls once more, and may

the voices no longer be ones that are lost, but restored.

For now, this only remains as a prayer echoed throughout time. The work to replicate the

walls of The Hagia Sophia was accomplished by digital means and brings us as close as we can

get today to understanding what this music sounded like in its intended place. Sound engineers

Jonathan Abel and Elliot K. Canfield-Dafilou similarly describe The Hagia Sophia to the words

of Procopius of Caesarea. As Procopius says the light from The Church of Holy Wisdom comes

from within itself, Abel and Canfield-Dafilou say “[t]he experience of hearing chant in Hagia

Sophia is almost that the building itself is singing.”12

This claim might come from the fact that there is a perceived 10 seconds of reverberation,

its many domes affecting musical harmonics, and the material of its walls creating a “unique

sonic experience” via reflections.13 These factors in mind, and with deep reverence for the texts

already discussed, it was no small task to recreate the acoustics while also ensuring the words

were not literally lost in the (virtual) building. From a performer’s perspective, it is crucial to

have an understanding of the acoustical space one is singing in because it affects how one will

13 Ibid.

12 Jonathan Abel and Elliot K. Canfield-Dafilou. “Byzantine Chant in the Simulated Acoustics of
Hagia Sophia”. Liner notes for Lost Voices of the Hagia Sophia, by Cappella Romana. 2019,
compact disk. p. 24.
https://cappellaromana.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/CR420_Booklet.pdf.

11 Orla Guerin, “Hagia Sophia: Turkey Turns Iconic Istanbul Museum into Mosque,” BBC News
(BBC, July 10, 2020), https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-53366307.
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sing. If a room is small, or even “dry”, one has to mentally prepare for the lack of reverberation.

Therefore, they must understand that there will be little to no feedback received by the

performer. On the contrary, and such is the case for The Church of Holy Wisdom, in a very

reverbrent and large space, one has to listen with ultra attention in order to avoid warping.

In order to achieve accuracy both in liturgical positioning and product, the impressive

work of Jonathan Abel and Elliot K. Canfield-Dafilou came in full force. In their liner notes,

they discuss the proper positioning of the clergy, cantors, etc., within the space and then studied

the acoustical measurements of the building. This is done by studying impulse responses, an

“impulse” being “a pulse so short in duration that details of its shape can’t be heard and are

irrelevant.”14 While studying how certain impulses respond in The Hagia Sophia, notably from

the ambo and heard under the main dome, these sound engineers were able to understand how

sound reacts in its space.

The way they went about studying this in The Hagia Sophia is that a balloon pop was

recorded in the actual space in 2010 by Icons of Sound director Bissera Pentcheva:

This approach calls for only a handheld recorder, a balloon, and a few minutes of time.
Yet this illusory “ease” conceals the unavoidable long overseas flight and extended
negotiations with the local museum authorities.15

This balloon-pop, although helpful, is not an impulse response, and therefore work

needed to be done to translate these pop recordings to create impulse responses.16 Because of this

recording, Abel and Canfield-Diflou were able to understand how The Hagia Sophia sang and

created a plan to replicate its voice. For the purposes of recording Cappella Romana in a

16 Ibid.

15 Bissera V. Pentcheva, Jonathan Abel, and Elliot K. Canfield-Dafilou, “Live Auralization of
Cappella Romana at the Bing Concert Hall, Stanford University,” in Aural Architecture in
Byzantium: Music, Acoustics, and Ritual (London, England: Routledge, 2019), p. 207.
https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315203058.

14 Ibid, p. 26.
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completely different space (that being Bing Concert Hall at Stanford University), this acoustical

study proved essential to informing the singers how to adjust their performance to fit the space.

Firstly, microphones were placed directly under the singers’ mouths in order to create

what is called a “dry” recording whose purpose is not to similiate acoustics. Rather, this isolated

method enabled the engineers to understand how sung voices fit within the acoustical space. By

comparing the dry recordings to the reverberant space of The Hagia Sophia, they were better able

to inform the members of Cappella Romana how they should steady their rhythms and

pronounce their text. Logistically, singers were placed in a similar configuration within Bing

Concert Hall that somewhat replicated what the proper stances of the Liturgy would have been.

A group stood in the center in a circular formation (the ambo) while others stood where the

chancel between the ambo and apse would have been (representing the clergy).

Standing in formation is one thing, but actually hearing the acoustics and reacting to

them while singing is another thing. This is how the engineers got around it:

We used close microphones to record the dry vocal signals and used fast, real-time
convolution based on our acoustical measurements of Hagia Sophia to create live
auralization signals. These reverberant signals were played out loudspeakers while the
ensemble performs so they could hear themselves in the simulated Hagia Sophia. In this
way, the vocalists could tailor their performance to the acoustics of Hagia Sophia even
though they were in a recording studio.17

The missing piece to the giant puzzle is how the ensemble sang from the previously

discussed ancient manuscripts and in the simulated space created for the singers. There are,

surprisingly, a few resources to help interested singers learn ancient Byzantine notation. Cappella

Romana specializes in ancient manuscript performances, and under the direction of Alexander

Lingas, they received the proper training for this project. There are, for example, free online

17 Jonathan Abel and Elliot K. Canfield-Dafilou. “Byzantine Chant in the Simulated Acoustics of
Hagia Sophia”. Liner notes for Lost Voices of the Hagia Sophia, by Cappella Romana. 2019,
compact disk. pp. 27-28.
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resources that teach beginners how to reach this mysterious form of notation.18 This tradition of

notation and singing is crucial to passing on the legacy of the lost voices and therefore

understanding how to read and sing it is necessary.

We cannot say for certain how Cappella Romana rehearsed and ultimately performed

from the manuscripts, but it is safe to assume that a previous understanding of the Byzantine

Scale and notation was present. Unlike modern notations and western scale systems, the ancient

Byzantine system has its own scale made up of these notes: Ni, Pa, Vou, Ga, Dhi, Ke, and Zo.

This corresponds to the Western scale system: C, D, E, F, G, A, and B. Similar to modern

musical notation, Byzantine chant is read left to right, ascending notes are read from down to up,

and vice versa for descending notes. The biggest difference, however, is the lack of written

pitches. Rather, there are written symbols which direct how to ascend and descend from the pitch

you are coming from.19

One conclusion we can take from Lingas’ writing in the liner notes is that he made his

own transcriptions of all the manuscripts.20 By creating modern, typeset versions of Byzantine

chant and notation, Lingas gave the choice to his singers whether or not they wanted to proceed

with the ancient manuscripts. Each chant begins with an intonation, an “apechēmata”, which

indicates what mode the chant will be sung in.21 The singers needed to memorize these

intonations in order to come to tonal agreement before singing each chant. The coordination

achieved by the ensemble to perform these chants is remarkable and suggests this is perhaps the

start of many more projects of a similar caliber.

21 Ibid, p. 16.

20 Alexander Lingas. “Lost Voices of Hagia Sophia”. Liner notes for Lost Voices of the Hagia
Sophia, by Cappella Romana. 2019, compact disk. p. 21.

19 Ibid, p. 3.

18 Byzantine Chant Choir of St. George Antiochian Orthodox Cathedral, “Byzantine Notation
Exercises,” ByzantineChant.org, 2013,
http://www.byzantinechant.org/notation/Byzantine%20Notation%20Exercise%20Manual.pdf.
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In conclusion, the lost voices have been found, but not within the true walls of The Hagia

Sophia. This album proves to be a large step in the right direction to one day getting the voices of

the Mother of Byzantium back within her walls. Until this day comes, we can only inform the

next generation of her music, of her inner light, and of the need for restoring what for now

remains distant but not altogether lost. We can only continue to join our prayers with those who

have lost their voices and lean upon the Holy Cross to win this victory for The Church of Holy

Wisdom.
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